Summer Makeup S.O.S.:
Pro-Tips for Summer Beauty, presented by Cheryl @ ROUGE. Don't lose this sheet. It's full of useful info! Tape me to your Vanity!

Spring Summer 2018 Trends

ROUGE Pro Tips for BOLD LIPS:

- Scrub your lips with sugar/coconut oil mix to remove flakey skin.
- Powder around the lip-line can protect from bleeding.
- Pair bold lip with nearly bare skin for a more modern look.
- Beware petroleum based lipstick.
- Matte lasts longer.
- Use a lip brush for initial application.
- Don't apply gloss on top of lipstick. You'll regret it.
- If you use lipliner, use in same color as lipstick, and fill in. Apply color on top.

ROUGE Pro Tips for Summer Skin:

- Don't skip moisturizer, keep your skin balanced to avoid "the greasy's".
- Always wear sunscreen.
- Set your Moisturizer and/or Sunscreen with light, sheer setting powder for longevity.
- Spritz over your makeup with a toner, astringent, rosewater, or witch hazel.
- Keep a small spritzer of toner in your purse to refresh.
- Wear a HAT! You'll look cool and stay cool.
- Why not carry a folding fan in your purse?

Summer Foundation Tip: Wear your sunscreen!

Coral Red Lips brighter than ever
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